Student Voice in Elementary School: It Starts with YOUth!
10:00 am to 10:15 am
Welcome and Opening Activity:
People to People: Quiz-Quiz , Trade-Trade
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10:20-11:00
Session 1: Serving My School

Student Facilitators: Jayna Palmer (Billinghurst MS) and Cooper Landes (Cold Springs
MS)
Adult Facilitators: Aaron Grossman Gomm ES and Troy Reinhardt Gomm ES

Student Advisory Council and Leadership
Elementary school students have so many ideas about how to make school a better
place! In this session, students will participate in activities where they can share their
leadership experiences and get some tips on how to be a leader at school.
1. I Can be a Leader in My School: Being a part of the "Web"
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Students will participate in a fun activity where they come up with things
they can do to be a leader and make a difference in their school.
2. I Can Have a Voice at My School: "Soaring" to Leadership

Students will create paper “flyers” to challenge others to have a voice at
their school in ways that will make a difference.

11:05 am to 11:45 am
Session 2: Discover Your True Color

Student Facilitators: Julian Klein (Mendive MS) and Cody Klein (Reed HS)
Adult Facilitator: Ben Hayes WCSD Accountability
Each of us has a different and unique personality! There are, however, common things
that we share, that engage us, and that bring us joy. True Colors is an attempt to
identify various personality and engagement styles and label them with colors.
Everyone has some degree of each color, but one color is usually predominant. Once
you learn your color and the color of your peers you will have a better understanding
of why individuals and groups behave the way they do. Then you can lend your voice
to state how classrooms and schools can be responsive and engaging to all “colors.”
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